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Abstract— As cities develop, finding an unoccupied parking 

space is becoming an ever increasing challenge. Because of 

this, newly built apartment complexes come with the 

possibility of buying a parking space more and more often. To 

protect the investment, private parking places have a limited 

and reserved number of vehicles. In this paper a system is 

described, that uses image processing to enable the 

recognition of vehicles that are allowed to park. The system is 

based on the concept of machine learning, and a 

microcomputer RPi4, a camera, and an IoT platform are used 

in its actualization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the fast development of cities, the number of cars 

is increasing rapidly, and so is the problem of finding a free 

parking space. Because of this, newly built apartment 

complexes more and more often come with the possibility 

of buying a parking space. To protect this investment, 

usually, a system is consisting of private parking, with a 

limited number of vehicles that have a special permit to 

enter. 

Most users of parking places find it important to have a 

system that will enable them to perform their daily routine, 

car parking, in the simplest possible way. Users now mostly 

prefer to unlock and start the car with contactless 

technology, so it is clear that they would likely wish to 

avoid waving an entrance card every time they access the 

parking. Also, if they forget the card, they can’t access the 

system and remain locked in, or out of the parking. 

For private parking users, an ideal system would be able 

to recognize vehicle registration plates, based on the entry 

of data in an internal database, in the form of a picture. 

After obtaining the picture, the system would check 

whether the vehicle accessing the private parking has 

clearance to enter. 

Today, smart parking places that use cameras to identify 

vehicle registration plates are still uncommon. The main 

reason behind this is the higher cost, which isn’t only 

caused by the fact that it is more expensive to make 

software that can read a vehicle registration plate on a 

picture, but the necessity of having an alternative method 

that enables the user to access the parking if the vehicle 

registration plates weren’t read correctly. 

However, one of the main advantages of a system with 

a camera is the ability to permanently store the picture of 

the vehicle that has accessed the parking. An access card 

can be loaned to a friend, but changing vehicle registration 

plates is a pretty arduous process, and can also lead to the 

occupant that has violated the privacy of the parking. 

II. STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM AND BASIC 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

IoT (Internet of Things) systems are most commonly 

used to connect embedded systems to wireless sensor 

networks, control and automated systems. 

A. IoT Platform 

IoT represents a network of physical objects (things) 

whose interactions are enabled by interconnectivity over 

the Internet, and their exclusive purpose is to exchange 

sensor data. [1]-[3]. IoT systems are most often used to 

connect embedded systems to wireless sensor networks, 

control and automated systems. 

For the actualization of this project, communication 

was set up to the Wolkabout platform [4] on which the data 

is being stored. This platform is useful as the part of the 

system in charge of surveillance because it manages to set 

a feedback loop to the entrance control system in a simple 

way. Also, safety protocols have been implemented, so as 

to prevent access to confidential private information. 

B. Raspberry Pi (Model 4B) with a Camera 

In this project, a modern 4B model of the 

microcomputer system Raspberry Pi was used, with the 

necessary software. [5]-[7]. 

It is important to point out that any version of this 

microcomputer system can support the created app without 

any changes, but performance will mostly depend on the 

amount of installed RAM memory, as well as the clock of 

the processor of the used device. 

Even though it is possible to connect any camera to the 

RPi (e.g. a camera with a USB connector), to develop this 

project a camera that was specifically developed for the RPi 

was used, with a specific connector on the device itself. The 

most important thing about cameras is usually the 
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information about their sensor’s resolution. Version 1 

camera has a sensor resolution of 5 Mpix, and the image 

itself has a resolution of 2592 x 1944 pixels. A large 

resolution has the consequence of unnecessary memory 

usage, so every image is processed in the app using a 

resolution of 640 x 480 pixels.  

C. KY038 sound sensor 

KY038 [9] is a sensor with an embedded microphone. 

It has two types of output. One is analogue and it outputs 

the direct response of the microphone, while the other is 

digital, and it utilizes a comparator circuit that compares 

the signal on its inputs, those inputs being the signal from 

the microphone and a value set using a potentiometer. The 

lower the resistance on the potentiometer, the higher noise 

intensity is necessary to trigger the output. The digital 

output is always set to the logical high. Detecting the 

logical low means that the sensor has detected the sound of 

the wanted power. 

During the development of the app using this sensor, 

two diodes are key: L1 notifies that the sensor has an 

adequate power supply, while diode L2 represents the 

comparator output, therefore, when it shines that means the 

sensor has reacted to a particular sound. 

III. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE AND WORK ALGORITHM 

The program was written using two programming 

languages: Python and Shell. The executive algorithm of 

the program is placed in a Python script. The reason why 

Shell scripts were involved is pretty common – it is 

necessary to enable the functioning of the program as easily 

as possible after it has been downloaded. The entire process 

is automated, which makes using the application easier for 

the average user. 

It is important to emphasize that the program is started 

using omnirun.sh script. The rationale behind this way of 

work is that it is possible to call different modes of the 

program, which do not need to necessarily be tied to its 

work. 

In the scope of this project, the following RPi libraries 

were used: 

• raspistill – RPi library for camera operation; 

• raspvid – RPi library for video recording using a 

camera; 

• openalpr – library for detecting vehicle 

registration plates on a provided image using the 

so-called OCR (optical character recognition) 

method; 

• piCamera – library to operate the camera using 

Python programming language; 

• opencv – library for processing the information 

represented by images; 

• wolk – library which enables the communication 

of the microcomputer system with a remote 

platform 

A. OpenALPR library for vehicle registration plates 

detection 

OpenALPR is a library with an open-access code. It is 

used for automated vehicle plate recognition. The library 

can analyze images or video data off of which it can read 

vehicle registration plates. It is written in C++ 

programming language, but it also has environments for 

working in C#, Java, Node.js and Python programming 

languages.  The result of this library’s work is a text string 

containing the read vehicle registration plate [10]. The 

results can be searched in a very simple fashion. The 

database can be stored on the IoT platform. 

OpenALPR relies on the tesseract-ocr library developed 

by Google to work properly, and it is set for specific 

geographic areas. This means that cars with Arabic vehicle 

registration plates, where said plates contain characters 

unknown for our geographic region, will not be read. In 

other words, if it is set for the geographic location of Serbia, 

given its purpose (vehicle registration plates character 

identification), the library is trained to recognize characters 

from the Serbian language written in the font used on 

Serbian vehicle registration plates. Control training tests 

exist in the scope of the library. 

B. OCR method 

OCR (Optical Character Recognition) is an electronic 

method of identifying and digitally encoding an image that 

contains the text. Using this method, it is possible for a 

computer to convert a picture into text. OCR [11] typically 

consists of three phases: 

• Scanning a document; 

• Recognizing the document in the OCR software; 

• Storing the data obtained during document 

analysis. 

An image loaded in an OCR software is first analyzed 

by searching light and dark areas on the image. Dark 

areas are considered to be text which has to be 

processed, while light areas are considered to be the 

background on which the text was written (regardless 

of the color of the background) [12]. After that, dark 

segments are stripped from the picture and analyzed. 

This analysis searches for recognizable letters, 

numbers, or special characters. Even though 

techniques for recognizing text on an image can vary, 

most OCR software analyzes the text character by 

character. Discovered characters are processed using a 

separate algorithm: It is important to emphasize that 

OCR libraries typically used in apps work using the 

Pattern recognition method. This method is more 

reliable and is based on machine learning. The 

constructed neural network is trained to work on the 

lexical characteristics of a language. 

 

IV. MODES OF PROGRAM OPERATION 

After the program has been initiated, a menu appears 

with the following modes of program operation: 

A. Install mode – all of the installation files and 

libraries necessary for program operation are 

downloaded; 

B. Setup – a simple mode that enables the setup of 

alias lpltdt, which makes operating the program 

easier (if, for any reason, the program is called 

upon often). To make the alias work, it is 

necessary to start the program from the root 

application level; 
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C. Start – the main program mode which starts 

automated program execution without the 

supervision or interference from the user 

D. Editor – graphical interface used to write in, delete 

and add occupants to the database; 

E. Demo – presentational mode of program operation 

(can be used as control mode), where the 

automatization is turned off. The flow of the 

program is directly determined by user commands. 

In this mode, some of the features are absent, such 

as the connection to a remote server. 

A. Start mode 

The algorithm for program operation in automated 

mode is presented in Figure 1. When an occupant accesses 

the car park, it is necessary to honk the horn. This is a signal 

for our system to photograph the car and check whether 

vehicle registration plates are present. It is necessary to 

know whether vehicle registration plates were detected 

because for any number of reasons, a loud noise might 

occur near the system, which would lead it to assume that 

an occupant has requested access to the car park. If an 

unexpected sound has indeed triggered the system, the 

photo should be ignored, and the system will behave as if 

nothing had happened. The system is protected by the fact 

that any horn honking lasting below 5 seconds will not 

trigger a new sequence for an access request by the same 

vehicle. It is assumed that no occupant will honk the horn 

for a longer amount of time because of the disturbance and 

discomfort the horn might cause to the surroundings. Still, 

the 5-second time is a minimal set amount, it could last 

longer (depending on the time necessary to process the 

image and execute the entire algorithm). The motive behind 

actualizing this system is pure originality. The entire 

system is modular, so architecture based on a PIR sensor as 

a detector of vehicle presence in front of the ramp can be 

added to the system without any problems. This would also 

solve the problem of a system malfunction in case of the 

breakdown of the sound sensor. 

If, as a consequence of detecting a loud sound, a vehicle 

registration plate was observed, the system has to check 

whether the discovered vehicle registration plate exists in 

the database. 

If it exists, the occupant will be permitted to enter the 

parking lot. If not, the system will memorize these vehicle 

registration plates as an unauthorized access attempt. 

Therefore, if a vehicle that doesn’t want to access the 

parking lot, and doesn’t have permission to do so, doesn’t 

honk the horn, it will never be memorized as a vehicle that 

attempted to enter a garage that it doesn’t have permission 

to enter. 

All of the photographs of vehicle access are stored on 

the RPi microcomputer. Upon the first occupant access, 

inside the savedata directory, a unique directory is made 

that stores all of the photographs of vehicles 

entering/exiting the garage. The directory is formed based 

on the LotNUMBER_NameSurname, so as to be unique. 

Inside, photographs are further appointed to different 

directories based on the date, while the images themselves 

are memorized based on the time at which the image was 

taken. It is important to mention that in the case when an 

occupant is deleted from the database, all previously taken 

pictures will not be automatically deleted, but the vehicle 

of the said occupant will be transferred to the illegal 

category if after moving out he tries to access his former 

parking place. All photographs of vehicles that attempt to 

illegally gain entry are saved in the savedata/illegal 

directory. These photographs are enumerated (a new 

number is generated iteratively with each new unlawful 

parking place access attempt). Resetting the system also 

resets the iterative counter, which means that previously 

taken photographs will be overwritten. 

 

Fig. 1 Algorithm of operation of the automated system 

Textual information sent to the IoT platform contains 

information about the occupant (name, surname, flat 

number) and his vehicle (brand, model, and vehicle 

registration plate), with the time of access approval. If an 

unlawful entry was attempted, then the information 

contains the time of the attempt, vehicle registration plates 

and the number of the photo taken. 

It is most important to mention that the occupant 

database can be changed without terminating the program 

operation. Terminating program operation is not predicted, 

nor is it desirable. It can be stopped using CTRL+C 

command.  

B. Demo mode 

Starting this mode and all of the options it presents are 

given in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 All options in demo mode 

In the scope of this mode, the following actions are 

possible: 

• captimg – takes a photograph at that instant. 

Only one picture is stored in every instance 

• captvid – capture video (5 images per second) 

• process – processes the image last taken 

• imgshow – displays the image last taken 

• imgtest – Loads the photo from the memory 

card, instead of taking it using the camera 

• demoesc – terminates program execution 

(alternatively, CTRL+C can be used) 

C. Demonstrating program operation 

Once the program has been set in operation for the first 

time, it is necessary to navigate to the desired folder. Upon 

entering the command lpltdt – start the program will start 

its normal execution. 

At the very beginning, it is necessary to define a 

database. It is necessary to open a new process from the 

terminal and to enter lpltdt -- editor command. Fig. 3 

contains the information for occupants entered into the 

database. 

 

Fig. 3 Part of the information from the occupant database whose access is 

allowed  

It is not necessary to interrupt program operation in 

order to perform any type of change in the database itself, 

but rather it is enough to start the program through a second, 

independent process. The information about occupants in 

the database is tracked in real-time. 

 

Fig. 4 Image taken of a vehicle registration plate on a vehicle accessing 

the car park 

Upon the arrival of a vehicle with the vehicle 

registration plate BG1493RR (Fig. 4) to the private car park, 

the driver honks the horn to signal to the system that he 

wishes to access the car park.  

Fig. 4 shows that the vehicle with these vehicle 

registration plates gains access to the car park. Information 

about the occupant is also presented and sent to the 

platform. 

 

Fig. 5 Access allowed for the occupant 

The information sent to the remote platform is divided 

into information from the camera and information from the 

sound sensor. 

Information from the camera contains the basic 

information about the occupant who accessed the car park 

(name, surname and flat number). Information about the 

location of the stored image are sent with the information 

from the sound sensor. 

It is important to note that images are stored exclusively 

on the device to increase privacy and reduce the work done 

by the cloud. 

In case of forbidden access, the only information sent to 

the platform is the ones from the sound sensor, as there is 

no data entered in the database about the driver. Fig. 6 

shows the program behavior if a vehicle without approval 

accesses the parking lot. 

 

Fig. 6 Information display in case of warrantless access 

It can be said that the system is about 100% accurate if 

the camera takes a clear shot of a proper vehicle registration 

plate. However, problems may arise in the reliability of the 

system if the car isn’t positioned properly, or if the vehicle 

registration plates are dirty. During prototype testing, it was 

ensured that the vehicles must be positioned at a 

determined spot, with rather clear markings on the vehicle 

registration plates. Testing was done with about ten 

vehicles. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This project shows the possibility of connecting an 

embedded system to a remote server (cloud) by linking an 
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RPi microcomputer to the Wolabout IoT platform. The 

microcomputer is used to connect the appropriate sensors 

and process the data they produce, and then send them to a 

remote platform. In the scope of the remote IoT platform, 

the data generated by this system is stored, with the goal of 

making it possible to supervise the platform operation 

remotely. 

The database of occupants is stored on the device itself, 

so it is necessary to access the RPi system physically to edit 

the database. The fact that the program can continue 

operating continuously while the database is being edited is 

a positive. 

This means that the system isn’t dysfunctional if the 

internet connection is broken. The system will still 

recognize vehicle registration plates and will grant access 

to the car park, it just won’t send notifications to the 

platform as long as an internet connection isn’t present. 

Excluding a compulsory alternative way to enter the car 

park, if key components break down, the main limitation of 

this system is the limited amount of memory that still has 

to be improved with additional data. Therefore, it is 

concluded that expanding memory is a necessity. 

The suggestions for further improvement of this system 

are as follows: 

The current version of the program requires the found 

vehicle registration plate markings and those entered into 

the computer database to overlap entirely. The reason 

behind this is the fact that there isn’t a way for the occupant 

to send feedback information that the person accessing the 

car park is really him, in case a vehicle registration plate 

can only be partially read. 

It is possible to find the brand and model of the car 

based on the taken photograph. The database already 

contains the fields that have this information. Also, there is 

already a code to classify vehicles in the scope of this 

version of the program, but it isn’t utilized in this version. 

To improve on this point, it is necessary to insert the 

installation of vehicleclassifier library into the installation 

script, and then modify the code as needed. The main 

improvement would be that if the program found only a 

partial match of the vehicle registration plates, the occupant 

won’t be prompted if the vehicle belongs to him if he found 

the brand and/or model of the car don’t match the ones in 

the database. The unwanted prompts can therefore be 

prevented this way, if a random driver with similar vehicle 

registration plates happens to find himself in front of the 

private car park. 
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